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DESCRIPTION

Audio/Logic Board 19D903963G1 is used in MDR and
MDX mobile radios. This board contains microprocessor
circuitry used to control the radio’s RF circuits, handset
circuits (MDR radios only), and display board circuits
(MDX radios only). The board also has the audio signal
processing circuitry and support circuitry for the Aegis and
Data Radio options.

The Audio/Logic Board mounts on the bottom of the
frame assembly. Connectors on the board interconnect the
RF Board and the Audio Amplifier Board (or Radio Interface
Board for the MDX remote mount applications). An option
connector is used for interface of the Aegis and Data Radio
options.

The Audio/Logic Board contains the following major
components:

• 8-bit microcontroller

• 128K x 8-bit operational software memory (flash
EEPROM)

• 8K x 8-bit personality memory (EEPROM)

• 8K x 8-bit temporary storage and data memory
(RAM)

• 4800/9600 baud modem

• serial number memory (ROM)

• audio signal processor, busy tone notch filter and
high-pass filter

• DTMF tone generator

• public address circuitry

• duplex sidetone cancellation circuitry

• Aegis interface and external Data Radio interface
circuitry

•  5-Volt and 8-Volt regulators

MAINTENANCE MANUAL
AUDIO/LOGIC BOARD

19D903963G1
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CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

MICROCONTROLLER U701

Microcontroller U701 controls the operation of the radio.
This integrated circuit is an Intel 83C51 8-bit microcontroller
with extensive I/O (Input/Output) interface and controlling
capabilities. The microcontroller performs the following radio
functions:

• EDACS trunking functions

• GE-MARC trunking functions

• conventional mobile radio functions

• synthesizer loading and lock monitoring

• squelch control

• transmit control

• high-speed data decoding and encoding through the
modem

• low-speed data and Channel Guard decoding and en-
coding

• alert tone generation

• DTMF tone generation through the DTMF generator

• audio path enable/mute control

• transmit and receive level adjust

• handset serial communication (MDR radios)

• display board serial communication (MDX radios)

• GE-MARC standard/alternate busy tone notch selec-
tion

• external horn relay control and public address relay
control

• operational radio code flash programming

• personality programming

• clock oscillator shift control

Operating Program

The radio’s operating program is stored in 128K x 8-bit
flash EEPROM U703. Microcontroller U701 executes this
program during normal radio operations. During flash pro-
gramming operations U701 runs a masked program stored in
itself to transfer the new data arriving from flash programming
equipment into U703. See the section entitled "FLASH
EEPROM U703" for additional details on U703.

Clock Circuitry

An 11.0592 MHz clock for U701 is generated from a clock
oscillator circuit in modem U702 using 11.0592 MHz crystal
Y701. This clock signal is applied to U701 pin 52 and it sets
the ALE (Address Latch Enable) output pulse frequency on
U701 pin 55 to 1.8432 MHz (0.54 microsecond period). The
PSEN (Program Store ENable) output at U701 pin 54 also runs
continuously at 1.8432 MHz except when U701 accesses ex-
ternal memory.

Handset/Display Interfacing

Interfacing between microcontroller U701 and the MDR
handset is by a 300 baud serial data stream on DISPLAY_SE-
RIAL (J701 pin 6) and KEYPAD_SERIAL (J701 pin 1). The
microcontroller updates the handset’s display by sending data
over DISPLAY_SERIAL. Keypad data from the handset is sent
to U701 by the KEYPAD_SERIAL line. Both of these serial
data lines remain at a high state when data is not being trans-
ferred.

Interfacing between microcontroller U701 and the Display
Board in an MDX radio is by 9600 baud serial data streams
using the DISPLAY_SERIAL (J701 pin 6), KEYPAD_SE-
RIAL (J701 pin 1) and SERIAL_RQST (J701 pin 7) lines. The
microcontroller transmits display data to the Display Board at
9600 baud rates via DISPLAY_SERIAL. When a key is pressed
on the Display Board’s keypad, the Display Board first pulls
the SERIAL_RQST line low to signal microcontroller U701
that a key has been pressed. Next, U701 signals the Display
Board via the DISPLAY_SERIAL line that it is ready to accept
the keypad data. The Display Board then sends the keypad data
to U701 at 9600 baud via KEYPAD_SERIAL. When data is
not being transferred, these data lines remain high.

The DISPLAY_SERIAL and KEYPAD_SERIAL lines are
also used for flash and PC personality programming.

RF Board Interfacing

Microcontroller U701 loads the synthesizer circuits on the
RF Board using the S_DATA (J702 pin 10), S_CLK (J702 pin
11) and S_ENABLE (J702 pin 9) lines. U701 monitors synthe-
sizer lock status via the LOCK_DET line (J702 pin 12) from
the RF Board. This line is high when the synthesizer is locked.

Bandswitch control for the transmit talk-around fre-
quencies is accomplished with the BANDSWITCH line
(J702 pin 5) from U701. U701 switches BANDSWITCH low
when the radio is operating on a talk-around channel.

A delayed PTT line, DPTT (J702 pin 7), goes low after
all transmit functions have been enabled. It remains low for
the duration of the transmit key. This line enables the trans-
mit circuitry on the RF Board.

Audio Signal Processor Control

Microcontroller U701 controls ASP (Audio Signal
Processor) U804 using the ASP DATA (U701 pin 10), ASP
STB (U701 pin 11), and ASP EN (U701 pin 12) lines. These
logic lines from U701 load the registers inside the ASP that
control its internal audio paths and level control circuitry.
ASP DATA is the data line, ASP STB is the strobe (clock)
line and ASP EN is an enable line. See the section entitled
AUDIO  SIGNAL PROCESSOR U804 for detailed infor-
mation on the audio signal paths and interfacing of the ASP.

Address Demultiplexing

The upper address byte is applied directly to the memory
chips via U701’s eight outputs, A8 - A15. The lower address
byte is multiplexed with data on the 8-bit wide address/data
bus. This bus transfers both the lower address byte and the
8-bit bi-directional data. Before the microcontroller can read
or write data, the lower address byte must first be externally
latched and applied to the memory chips. Modem U702
contains an 8-bit latch which provides this demultiplexing
function for U701.

The ALE output line from U701 is applied to U702 pin
12. The lower address byte (A0 - A7) is latched when the
ALE line transitions from high to low. The latched byte is
applied to U703, U707 and U802 via the eight outputs (A0
- A7) from U702.

Address Decoding And Processor Control 
Outputs

This memory-mapped system uses a decoder in modem
U702 to provide address decoding (chip selection) for the
modem, the RAM, EEPROM and optional Aegis Board.
Four (4) active low outputs from U702 (Q0 - Q3) are applied
to the RAM (Q0 at pin 30), EEPROM (Q1 at pin 29), the
Aegis Board (Q2 on pin 28) and the modem chip (Q3 on pin
27).

Microcontroller U701 generates the active low write
(WR) and read (RD) pulses for the external memory-mapped
devices at U701 pins 37 and 38 respectively. U701 reads the
external EEPROMs when the program store enable (PSEN)
line from U701 pin 54 is low.

The microcontroller addresses the upper 64K bank of
memory in 128K flash EEPROM U703 using the output on
U701 pin 21. This line is connected to U703’s A16 address
input.

FLASH EEPROM U703

The radio’s operating program is stored in 128K x 8-bit
flash EEPROM U703. Microcontroller U701 executes this
program during normal radio operations.

EEPROM U703 can be "flashed" to upgrade the operat-
ing program. This process allows easy reprogramming of the
radio’s firmware for upgrades and when additional features
are added. During flash programming operations, microcon-
toller U701 runs a simple masked program stored in itself to
transfer the new data arriving from the flash programming
equipment into U703. This provides easy reprogramming
without the need to disassemble the radio. Flash program-
ming equipment is connected to J701 and it uses the same
interface circuitry (DISPLAY_SERIAL and KEYPAD_SE-
RIAL) that is used to program the personality into EEPROM
U802.

The microcontroller is placed in the flash program exe-
cut ion mode by the presence of  12 Vdc on
PTT/FLASH_VPP/EXT_SPKR_MUTE (J701 pin 2). The
flash program is then executed by sending a proprietary
protocol on the DISPLAY_SERIAL and KEYPAD_SERIAL
data lines. With 12 Vdc applied to J701 pin 2, transistors
Q801 and Q802 turn on. The collector of Q802 applies 12
Vdc to the VPP input of U703 and voltage divider R726 and
R727. The voltage divider pulls the EA/VPP input at U701
pin 56 high (5 Volts) to enable flash programming mode.

The microcontroller uses the A15 ENBL line (U701 pin
36) during flash programming to isolate writes to U703. In
normal radio operation, this line is always high to enable the
A15 address line from the U701 pin 64 to arrive at the U703
pin 11 via Q701. The address bank select line, U701 pin 21,
is used to switch the flash memory bank from the lower 64K
bank (when U701 pin 21 is low) to the higher 64K bank
(when U701 pin 21 is high) of the 128K x 8-bit total flash
memory. R780 and C780 provide a delay of this bank select
line to synchronize to the other address lines.

Copyright© November 1992, Ericsson GE Mobile Communications, Inc.

The flash memory requires a percise voltage of 11.5
to 12.5 Vdc for proper programming.  This voltage
is applied at the radio’s PC and Flash programming
port.  Damage to the flash memory and other de-
vices will result if the flash voltage on J701 pin 2
exceeds 12.5 Vdc.

NOTE
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PERSONALITY EEPROM U802

All personality data is stored in 8192 x 8-bit EEPROM
U802. This data, programmed with the PC programming
equipment, includes systems, groups, special call informa-
tion, frequencies, tones, option information, mic deviation
levels, data deviation levels, squelch levels, and the current
receiver volume level. There is also a unique serial number
stored in the EEPROM that must match the serial number
stored in serial number ROM U706. EEPROM U802 is
programmed through the same PC programming interface
that programs flash EEPROM U703.

The DISPLAY_SERIAL and KEYPAD_SERIAL data
lines are used for the PC programming interface. PC pro-
gramming is invoked in normal radio mode by a proprietary
protocol on the DISPLAY_SERIAL and KEYPAD_SERIAL
data lines.

RAM U707

Integrated circuit U707 is an 8192 x 8-bit high-speed
static RAM that provides temporary data storage for micro-
controller U701. When the board is used in an MDX remote
mounted installation, U707 also provides buffering for data
to and from the RDI (Radio Data Interface).

Thirteen (13) address lines are applied to the RAM. The
lower eight address lines (A0 - A7) are applied to it from the
8-bit demultiplexer address latch inside modem U702. The
higher five address lines (A8 -A13) are applied directly from
U701.

RAM chip selection is accomplished with the active-low
chip select pulse (U707 pin 20) from the modem. Read/write
control is achieved with the output enable input (OE at U707
pin 22) and the active-low write enable input (WR at U707
pin 27) from U701.

MODEM U702

Modem U702 performs several important functions for
the Audio/Logic Board. These functions include:

• high-speed data parallel-to-serial and serial-to-par-
allel conversions

• address demultiplexing for the microcontroller’s
lower address byte (A0 - A7) from the address/data
bus

• address decoding (chip selection) for itself and the
other memory-mapped integrated circuits

• reset logic for the microcontroller and the ASP

• 11.0592 MHz clock generation for itself, the micro-
controller and the ASP

High-Speed Data Conversions

Modem U702 converts high-speed EDACS data be-
tween parallel and serial formats. High-speed rates are 9600
baud for 800 MHz radios and 4800 baud for 900 MHz radios.

When the radio is receiving high-speed data, U702
converts this serial data to parallel data that can be handled
by the microcontroller. Limited high-speed data from ASP
(Audio Signal Processor) U804 feeds U702 pin 23.

When the radio is transmitting high-speed data, the
modem converts the parallel data from the microcontroller
to serial high-speed data that can modulate the transmitter.
This data is routed to the transmit audio portion of the ASP
via U702 pin 26.

An interrupt output from U702 pin 32 signals U701 pin
34 that the modem is ready for the next transmit or receive
byte.

Address Demultiplexing

The microcontroller has a multiplexed 8-bit wide ad-
dress/data bus that transfers both the lower eight address
lines and the 8-bit bi-directional data. Before the microcon-
troller can read or write data, the lower address byte must
first be externally latched and applied to the memory chips.
Modem U702 contains an 8-bit latch which provides this
demultiplexing function.

The microcontroller’s ALE output line is applied to
U702 pin 12. The lower address byte (A0 - A7) is latched
when the ALE line transitions from high to low. The latched
byte is applied to U703, U707 and U802  via the eight
outputs (A0 - A7) from U702.

Address Decoding

Another function of the modem is to provide address
decoding (chip selection) for itself, the RAM, EEPROM and
optional Aegis Board. Four (4) active low outputs from U702
(Q0 - Q3) are applied to the RAM (Q0 on pin 30), EEPROM
(Q1 on pin 29), the Aegis Board (Q2 on  pin 28) and the
modem chip itself (Q3 on pin 27).

Reset Logic

A reset pulse from U702 pin 43 is applied to the microcon-
troller and the ASP at the following states:

• at power-up

• if the watchdog timer circuit in U702 times out

• if the +5 Vdc regulated supply from U801 falls out of
regulation

This active-high reset pulse is inverted by NAND gate
U708 and applied to the active-low reset inputs of the micro-
controller (U701 pin 30) and the ASP (U804 pin 9).

A watchdog timer inside the modem must be serviced by
the microcontroller at least every two (2) seconds or a 50
microsecond wide reset pulse will be sent to the microcontrol-
ler and the ASP. This will occur if a hardware or software
failure develops.

The modem receives a reset signal generated by +5 Vdc
regulator U801 when the radio is powered-up and if the +5 Vdc
supply falls out of  regulation. Transistor Q804 inverts the reset
line from U801. This reset input to the modem on U702 pin 33
(RESIN) is low during normal radio operation. At power-up,
U801 and Q804 pull U702 pin 33 low after the +5 Vdc supply
becomes stable. U702 then brings its reset output on pin 43 low
and the microcontroller and the ASP begin to operate. If the +5
Vdc supply falls out of regulation (less than 4.75 Vdc), U801
will pull U702 pin 33 high (via Q804) and U702 will then reset
the microcontroller and the ASP by pulling its reset output
(U702 pin 43) high.

Clock Circuitry

A clock oscillator circuit in U702 generates an 11.0592
MHz clock for the microcontroller and the ASP. Crystal Y701
is the frequency reference component. The buffered clock
signal at U702 pin 15 is sent to the microcontroller and the ASP.

This 11.0592 MHz clock frequency can be slightly shifted
if a clock harmonic or interfering signal ("birdie") falls on the
current receive frequency. This oscillator shift function is en-
abled with the PC Programmer on a per channel basis. When
the shift is enabled on the current receive frequency, microcon-
troller turns Q702 on via an output from the ASP (U804 pin
15). With Q702 on, additional capacitive loading is applied to
the crystal via C735.

SERIAL NUMBER ROM U706

The serial number ROM (Read Only Memory) U706 con-
tains a unique 48-bit number which is read by the microcon-
troller at power-up. A single pin on the device provides serial

communication with the micro as well as +5 Vdc power
through pull-up resistor R728.

For proper radio operation, the unique serial number must
match the personality information in EEPROM U802. Replac-
ing either device may disable operation on all programmed
EDACS systems. Conventional and GE-MARC systems will
continue to function normally. To restore EDACS operations,
the radio must be reprogrammed based upon the serial number.

AUDIO SIGNAL PROCESSOR U804

Integrated circuit U804 is the ASP (Audio Signal Proces-
sor) that handles most of the audio functions for the radio. The
following outline describes basic signal paths for the various
operating modes.

Receive Audio Paths

EDACS & Conventional RX Audio Modes

The VOL/SQ_HI detector audio from the receiver (J702
pin 4) is applied to the inverting (-) input of the op amp buffer
stage in the ASP. This input is on U804 pin 44 which is biased
to "virtual ground". R609 and R610 set the gain of the op amp.
Typical signal level at J702 pin 4 is 150 mV rms.

In the ASP, the buffered detector audio is 300 to 3000 Hz
bandpass filtered, applied to a multiplex switch (ISA/ISB), and
then passed through de-emphasis stages. The de-emphasized
audio then passes through a digital volume control (RA0 -
RA5) and an audio switch (RXO) before it is applied to the
ASP’s receive audio output terminal at U804 pin 27. The
receive audio path for EDACS and conventional modes never
loops out and back into the ASP.

Receive audio from U804 pin 27 feeds amplifier U301.1
through FET switch Q640. Transistor Q640 passes the audio
to U301.1 only when the SW0 output of the ASP (U804 pin 18)
is high. Q640 provides full muting of the RX_AUDIO signal.

High-Speed Data Limiter

In the ASP, buffered and unfiltered audio from the input
buffer stage passes through an audio switch (TDS) to pin 45.
Busy tone decode switch Q603 is normally off (SW5 is high)

NOTE

If U802 or U706 replacement is necessary, contact
Ericsson GE Technical Assistance Center to obtain
programming information.

NOTE

If replacement of U706 serial number ROM or U802
personality EEPROM is necessary, contact Ericsson
GE Technical Assistance Center to obtain program-
ming information.

LBI-38843
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so data pass through R612 to the non-inverting (+) input (U804
pin 32) of a comparator in the ASP. This comparator forms the
high-speed data limiter. The average dc level of the serial data
signal is applied to the comparator’s inverting (-) input as a dc
reference for the comparator. R611 and C605 filter the signal
component to provide the dc reference. R621 adds hysteresis
to this stage.

The output of the limiter stage (U804 pin 21) is inverted
by Q602 and the serial data is applied to the modem for
serial-to-parallel conversion. It is also connected to microcon-
troller U701 pin 7; this pin is normally at a high impedance but
it is switched low during transmit to clamp limited noise out of
the modem’s receive data input.

Transistor Q601 on the VOL/SQ HI line allows the high-
speed and low-speed data limiters to settle quickly after the
receiver locks on to a new frequency. Since the charge across
C601 can change significantly during a frequency change, the
positive end of C601 must be quickly brought back to 2.5 Vdc
before the limiters can function properly. Q601 is turned on for
5 - 10 milliseconds after the synthesizer locks via the SW1
output from the ASP (U804 pin 17). Since the VOL/SQ_HI
output impedance of the RF Board is relatively low (less than
500 ohms), this action charges C601 to 2.5 Vdc considerably
fast.

Low-Speed Tone/Data Decoding

In the ASP, buffered detector audio from the input buffer
stage passes through an audio switch (TX) and feeds a low-pass
filter that removes all voice signals. The filter’s output is any
low-frequency CG (Channel Guard) tones or low-speed data
signals present in the received signal. Cutoff for this low-pass
filter is switched to 105  Hz when the programmed CG decode
tone is equal to or less than 105 Hz. The filter is switched to a
cutoff of 210 Hz if the programmed CG decode tone is greater
than 105 Hz or if the radio is in data decode mode.

The output of the low-pass filter passes through an audio
switch (CGE) and then out of the ASP via U804 pin 37. The
tones/data feed U802 pin 35 which is the non-inverting (+)
input to a comparator that forms the low-speed data limiter. The
average dc level of the tones/data signal is applied to the
inverting (+) input of the comparator as a dc reference. R618
and C610 filter the signal to provide the dc reference. The
output of the limiter on U804 pin 22 is applied to microcon-
troller U701 pin 8 for decoding.

GE-MARC Mode RX Audio

Detector audio enters the ASP at U804 pin 44. In the ASP,
this audio is buffered, 300 - 3000 Hz bandpass filtered, and then
passed through a switch (TDS) to the output on U804 pin 45.
The filtered receive audio is then applied to U602 which is a
digital switch capacitance notch filter. Notch frequency is
determined by ceramic resonators Y601 or Y602. These reso-
nators allow detection of the standard 3052 Hz busy tone or the
alternate 2918 Hz busy tone. The output from microcontroller

U701 pin 22 selects the proper resonator by turning on either
Q606 or Q607.

The output of the notch filter is U602 pin 9 (VOUT).
During reception, Q605 is turned on by a low from U701 pin
18. This action applies the notched audio to the ASP at U804
pin 28. In the ASP, the multiplex audio switch (ISA/ISB) routes
the notched audio to the digital volume control. The output of
the volume control is routed through another switch (RXO) and
leaves the ASP on U804 pin 27 to be amplified by U301.1 and
the Audio Amplifier Board.

GE-MARC Tone Decoding

Bandpass filtered detector audio on U804 pin 45 is applied
to notch filter U602, bandpass filter U601.2 & U601.1, and the
high-speed limiter.

For signaling tone decode, busy tone decode switch Q603
is off since the SW5 output from the ASP (U804 pin 13) is high.
Wide-band audio passes from U804 pin 45 through R612 to the
non-inverting input (U804 pin 32) of the comparator in the
ASP. This comparator forms the high-speed data limiter. The
average dc level of the signal is applied to the comparator’s
inverting input (U804 pin 31) as a dc reference for the compa-
rator. R611 and C605 filter the signal component to provide the
dc reference. The output of the limiter (U804 pin 21) is sent to
microcontroller U701 pin 7 for tone decoding.

During a busy tone decode (Q603 is on), bandpass filtered
audio at the busy tone frequency feeds the high-speed data
limiter through U601.2, U601.1 and Q603. Since the output
impedance of U601.1 is very low and Q603 is on, wide-band
audio from U804 pin 45 is greatly attenuated across R612. The
3 kHz low-pass filtered audio from U804 pin 45 provides some
of the high-frequency roll off. U601.2 provides a notch at 2.3
kHz plus a high-pass response to reject voice frequencies.
U601.1 is a bandpass filter centered at 3 kHz. From this point,
the busy tones are decoded similarly to signaling tone decodes.

Receive Noise Squelch

The squelch circuit monitors the detector’s high-frequency
noise level to determine if a carrier is quieting the receiver. A
D/A (Digital-to-Analog) converter in the ASP sets the squelch
threshold level. This level is normally 8 dB SINAD. When
receiver noise falls below the threshold level, the ASP CAS
(Carrier Activity Sensor) output at U804 pin 23 switches low.
The ASP CAS signal feeds the input on microcontroller U701
pin 43.

Buffered and unfiltered detector audio leaves U804 pin 43
and feeds pin 50 which is the input to the squelch high-pass
filter (7.5 kHz for 800 MHz radios or 4.5 kHz for 900 MHz
radios). In the ASP, the high-pass filtered audio is rectified and
sent out on U804 pin 52. The rectified noise is filtered by C612
(and C611 if Q604.1 is on) to provide an average dc level
proportional to receiver noise level. This dc level is applied to
a non-inverting dc buffer amplifier at U804 pin 55. The output

of the amp is on U804 pin 53. The gain of the dc amp is set
by R620, R622, R623 and thermistor RT601. The thermistor
increases in resistance at colder temperatures therefore caus-
ing an increase in the dc amp’s gain. This compensates for a
decrease in receiver noise level from the RF Board at colder
temperatures.

The buffered dc level that is tracking receiver noise level
is sent to a comparator’s inverting (-) input at U804 pin 49.
This comparator’s non-inverting (+) input is set to a voltage
generated by the D/A converter in the ASP. The comparator’s
output switches high when the dc level tracking receiver
noise falls below the comparator’s reference level. This
output is inverted and it appears at U804 pin 23. This ASP
CAS output is normally high and switches low when a carrier
is detected.

To tighten the squelch, the D/A reference voltage is
lowered. Hysteresis for the squelch is done with software.
When the ASP CAS output switches to indicate a signal is
detected, the D/A reference value is increased slightly to
loosen the squelch. This action eliminates "bubbling" or
chattering noises in the speaker. "Bubbling" is normally
caused by changes in the dc level around the reference point.

Transistor Q604.1 is normally turned on via the SW2
output at U804 pin 16 (SW2 = high). This action places C611
into the dc level averaging circuit. C611 provides slow
squelch (60 ms) operation to prevent audio chopping with
rapid squelch closings in weak signal areas. When Q604.1 is
turned off, a 5 ms fast squelch is provided by only C610.

Receive Alert Tones

The programmable alert tones are generated in the ASP
using a 66.6 kHz clock divided by a 6-bit divider and then
divided by two. Therefore, the lowest alert tone frequency
that can be generated is 66.6 kHz divided by 64 then divided
by 2 = 520 Hz.

The output of the alert tone divider is on U804 pin 76.
This output connects back to U804 at pin 30 to feed the audio
multiplex switch (ISA/ISB) in the receive audio path. The
tones then pass through de-emphasis stages. The de-empha-
sized audio passes through the digital volume control,
through an audio switch (RXO), and then to U804 pin 27 to
feed amplifier U301.1 and the Audio Amplifier Board.

Transmit Audio Paths

Transmit Mic Audio

The microphone receives a dc bias through R315. Mic
audio is coupled into U804 pin 74 via plug P7 on J910, C303
and R318. In the ASP, mic audio passes through an audio
switch (MIS) to the microphone amplifier. A second switch
in the mic amp circuit (MGS) sets the gain of the mic amp.
This switch is normally closed for low gain. The audio from

the mic amp is then pre-emphasized and 300 Hz high-pass
filtered. The mic audio then leaves the ASP on U804 pin 70.

Pre-emphasized mic audio is coupled into U804 pin 57
by C304. The audio is passed through muting switch (AEN)
and then it feeds the limiter circuit. This limiter’s threshold
can be stepped up by the microcontroller so peak deviation
of the mic audio can be increased when no Channel Guard
is present.

Limited mic audio then passes through the summing
amp in the ASP which sums the mic audio, tones and data.
The output of the summing amp feeds a switch (PBY) that
switches the mic audio to the 3 kHz post limiter filter (for
limited mic audio) or directly to the transmit deviation level
control circuit in the ASP for data transmissions. The output
of the digital deviation control the passes to the output on
U804 pin 60.

The TX audio (TX_AU) output from the ASP feeds
U301.3 and U301.4 which provides two functions. U301.3
provides low-frequency equalization (bass boost) for the
synthesizer below 20 Hz. This equalization compensates for
low-frequency roll-off normally experienced when modulat-
ing the VCO in RF synthesizers. U301.4 is a second-order
(12 dB/octave) low-pass filter stage used to attenuate any
out-of-band noise from the ASP above approximately 10
kHz. The output from U301.4 (TX MOD) is dc coupled to
the RF Board to feed the synthesizer by J702 pin 8.

The bass boost function of U301.3 can be enabled or
disabled by jumper J1 and shorting plug P1. The bass boost
function is disabled (bypassed) when P1 is placed across J1
pins 1 and 2. Base boost is enabled when P1 is placed across
J1 pins 2 and 3.

High-Speed Data Encoding

When the radio is transmitting high-speed data, the
serial data from the modem is applied to U804 pin 80. Inside
the ASP, this data passes through a bessel filter and then the
output of the filter is sent to the TX summing amplifier. The
output of the summing amplifier feeds an audio switch
(PBY) to allow 3 kHz post limiter filter bypassing during
data transmissions. The data then passes through the digital
deviation control and then through an audio switch (TXO)
to feed U301.3 and U301.4 and the synthesizer.

During high-speed data transmissions, the modem input
from the receive data limiter requires muting to prevent the
modem from being disturbed by excessive receiver noise.
Microcontroller U701 pin 7 switches low during transmit to
clamp the line to ground.

CG Tones And Low-Speed Data Encoding

Microcontroller U701 generates the low-frequency
Channel Guard tones and low-speed data using its WB1 and
WB2 walsh bit outputs. These two bits are also used to
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generate GE-MARC signaling tones as described in the
following section entitled "GE-MARC Signaling Tone En-
coding".

The 2-bit low-frequency walsh bits are summed into the
ASP at U804 pin 38. These stepped tones or data pass
through an audio switch (TX) in the ASP and then the
105/210 Hz low-pass filter. Cutoff for this filter is switched
to 105 Hz when the programmed CG encode tone is equal to
or less than 105 Hz. The filter is switch to a cutoff of 210 Hz
if the programmed CG encode tone is greater than 105 Hz or
if the radio is in data encode mode.

The filtered tones/data pass through a gate (CGE) and
then out of the ASP at U804 pin 37, through R309 via the
TX_CG line, and back into the ASP on U804 pin 58 (CGIN).
GE-MARC busy tones are also fed into this pin through
C310.

In the ASP, the filtered tones/data pass from U804 pin
58 (CGIN) through an audio switch (BEN) to feed the
transmit summing amplifier. The output of the summing amp
feeds another switch (PBY) that switches the 3 kHz post
limiter filter in-line. The output of the post limiter passes
through the digital deviation control, through another switch
(TXO), and then out of the ASP to U301.3 and U301.4. See
the section entitled "Transmit Mic Audio"  for details on
U301.3 and U301.4.

GE-MARC Signaling Tone Encoding

Microcontroller U701 generates the GE-MARC signal-
ing tones using its WB1 and WB2 walsh bit outputs. These
two bits are also used to generate Channel Guard tones and
low-speed data as described in the previous section entitled
"CG Tones And Low-Speed Data Encoding".

The 2-bit generated GE-MARC tones feed U804 pin 59.
In the ASP, the tones pass through an audio switch (DEN)
and they are then sent to the summing amplifier in the TX
audio path. The tones are next routed to the 3 kHz post limiter
filter through another audio switch (PBY) and then they are
filtered, sent through the digital deviation control, via an
audio switch (TXO) and then out of the ASP on U804 pin
60.

GE-MARC Busy Tone Encoding

Microcontroller U701 pin 27 generates either the stand-
ard 3052 Hz or the alternate 2918 Hz busy tone. This square
wave signal is summed into the TX audio path at the same
point as the low-frequency CG tones/data at U804 pin 58
(CGIN). C752, R753 and R316 determine the 1 kHz devia-
tion level. C310 couples the tone into U804 pin 58. The tones
then follow the same path in the ASP as the CG tones/data.

DTMF Tone Encoding

Encoder U803 generates DTMF tones during conven-
tional mode DTMF dialing and trunked mode DTMF over-
dial operations. U803 pin 5 feeds U804 pin 73. In the ASP,
an audio gate (MIS) passes the DTMF tones to the mic amp
while muting the mic audio. A second switch in the mic amp
circuit (MGS) determines the mic amp gain; it is set for high
gain during DTMF transmissions. The amplified DTMF
tones are then pre-emphasized and follow the same path as
the mic audio.

To provide DTMF sidetone operation, the DTMF tones
are also fed to the receive audio path via U804 pin 29 . The
sidetone audio is selected by the receive audio multiplex
switch (ISA/ISB) and then it passes to de-emphasis stages.
The de-emphasized audio passes through the digital volume
control, through an audio switch (RXO), and then out of the
ASP at U804 pin 27.

Public Address Audio Path

The public address audio path is similar to the path of
the normal mic audio from the MIC HI line (J701 pin 4)
through the ASP to its output at U804 pin 60. At this point
(TX_AU) the public address audio is routed to audio op amp
U301.1 via FET switch Q340 which is on during public
addresses. Microcontroller U701 turns Q340 on by switch-
ing the SW4 output of the ASP (U804 pin 14) high. The
output of U301.1 is then sent to the external PA speaker via
the Audio Amplifier Board. During public addresses, tran-
sistor Q803 is turned on to energize the relay in the PA kit.
This relay switches the audio to the PA speaker.

DTMF ENCODER U803

DTMF (Dual-Tone Multi-Frequency) tones are gener-
ated by encoder U803. A 3.579545 MHz clock set by crystal
Y801 runs only when a tone is being generated during
transmit keying. The encoder’s oscillator is disabled by
software to prevent harmonic and other spurious RF signals
from interfering with the receiver. When a software com-
mand to generate a tone is sent to U803, the clock oscillator
recovers in less than 3 milliseconds.

The microcontroller serially communicates with the
DTMF encoder on the IIC CLK and IIC DATA lines. The
DTMF tones at the output (U803 pin 5) are sent to the
receiver’s audio path in the ASP (U804 pin 29) to provide
DTMF sidetones. They are also sent to the TX audio path via
U804 pin 73.

5-VOLT REGULATOR U801

Regulator U801 supplies 5 Vdc power to the logic and
analog circuits on the board. The 8-Volt regulator on the RF
Board supplies U801 with 8 Vdc input power via J702 pin 3.

Regulator U801 generates a reset signal at power-up and
if its output falls out of regulation. U801 pin 5 stays low at
power-up until the output rises above 4.75 Vdc. It will also
switch low if the supply falls below 4.75 Vdc during radio
operation. This reset signal is inverted by Q804 and applied to
the modem’s active high reset input at U702 pin 33. See the
modem circuit analysis section entitled " Reset Logic" for
complete details on the board’s reset circuitry.

8-VOLT REGULATOR U805

Regulator U805 provides regulated 8 Vdc power to the op
amps on the board. This supply is also used to pull-up the
MIC_HI (S52) input. U805 is fed from the switch A+ power
(SW_A+) line on J702 pin 6.

DUPLEX SIDETONE CANCELLATION

Duplex MDR radios employing a single VCO on the RF
Board for transmit and receive operation use U302 and the
associated circuits to provide sidetone delay and amplitude
equalization when they are operating in duplex mode. These
circuits allow the Audio/Logic Board to cancel the portion of
the FM detected signal that is generated when the receiver’s
local oscillator (the VCO) is frequency modulated for the
transmitter.

Potentiometer R361 provides a delay adjustment from
approximately 150 to 300 microseconds of the TX_MOD
signal at J702 pin 8. The delayed sidetone signal is fed back
into the receive path through J2/P2, R359, C355 and R340 to
the ASP (U804 pin 44). Potentiometer R359 provides ampli-
tude adjustment from 0 to unity gain of the TX_MOD signal.
The op amp in the ASP provides the summing amp configura-
tion that cancels the detected VCO signal.

Jumper J2 and plug P2 configure the polarity of the side-
tone to be fed back to the receiver summing amp in the ASP. If
P2 is installed on J2  pins 1 and 2, the sidetone has the same
polarity as the TX_MOD signal. If P2 is installed on J2 pins 2
and 3, then the sidetone has the negative polarity of the TX mod
signal.

AEGIS INTERFACE AND RADIO DATA 
INTERFACE

Connector J910 provides interface of the digitally en-
crypted voice option on 800 MHz radios. This connector also
allows connection of the RS-232C compatible data option to
communicated with a host computer. When neither option is
used, plugs P3 through P7 are installed onto J910 to loop
signals between J701 and the circuitry on the Audio/Logic
Board.

MULTIPLEXED CONTROL LINES

Several pins on connector J701 are multiplexed lines that
are used in a different manner for the different radios and/or
modes of operation.

MDX radios use J701 pin 2 as a PTT input; it is pulled low
when the MDX microphone is keyed. In an MDR installation,
J701 pin 2 is used as an external speaker mute control output;
it is pulled low when the speaker audio is muted. J701 pin 2 is
also the flash power input used for programming the flash
memory in both the MDR and MDX radios. The radio is forced
in the flash mode of operation when this line goes to 12 Vdc.

J701 pin 7 is the serial service request input for MDX
radios. This pin is the handset speaker mute output for MDR
radios.

J701 pins 1, 3, 6, and 7 provide RS-232C inputs and
outputs for Data Radio applications.  
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AUDIO/LOGIC BOARD
19D903963G1

ISSUE 2

SYMBOL PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

— — — — CAPACITORS — — — 

C302 19A702052P134 Ceramic: 0.1 µF ±5%, 25 VDCW.

C303 19A702052P33 Ceramic: 0.1 µF ±10%, 50 VDCW.
and
C304

C305 19A702052P134 Ceramic: 0.1 µF ±5%, 25 VDCW.

C306 19A705205P223 Tantalum: 22 µF, 6 VDCW; sim to 
Sprague 293D.

C307 19A705205P19 Tantalum: 2.2 µF, 10 VDCW; sim to 
Spargue 293D.

C310 19A149896P121 Ceramic: .01 µF ±10%, 50 VDCW.

C340 19A702052P45 Ceramic: .22 µF ±5%, 16 VDCW.

C341 19A702052P134 Ceramic: 0.1 µF ±5%, 25 VDCW.

C351 19A702061P99 Ceramic: 1000 pF ±5%, 50 VDCW, 
thru temp  coef 0 ±30 PPM/°C.
C354

C355 19A705205P223 Tantalum: 22 µF, 6 VDCW; sim to 
Sprague 293D.

C601 19A705205P19 Tantalum: 2.2 µF, 10 VDCW; sim to 
Spargue 293D.

C602 19A149896P121 Ceramic: .01 µF ±10%, 50 VDCW.

C603 19A149896P115 Ceramic: 3300 pF ±10%, 50 VDCW.
and
C604

C605 19A705205P2 Tantalum: 1 µF, 16 VDCW; sim to 
Sprague 293D.

C606 19A149896P117 Ceramic: 4700 pF ±10%, 50 VDCW.

C607 19A149896P121 Ceramic: .01 µF ±10%, 50 VDCW.

C608 19A705205P2 Tantalum: 1 µF, 16 VDCW; sim to 
Sprague 293D.

C609 19A702052P134 Ceramic: 0.1 µF ±5%, 25 VDCW.

C610 19A705205P223 Tantalum: 22 µF, 6 VDCW; sim to 
Sprague 293D.

C611 19A705205P2 Tantalum: 1 µF, 16 VDCW; sim to 
Sprague 293D.

C612 19A702052P134 Ceramic: 0.1 µF ±5%, 25 VDCW.

C613 19A705205P19 Tantalum: 2.2 µF, 10 VDCW; sim to 
ans Spargue 293D
C614

C615 19A702052P134 Ceramic: 0.1 µF ±5%, 25 VDCW.

C623 19A149897P43 Ceramic: 150 pF ±5%, 50 VDCW, 
temp coef 0 ±30 PPM/°C.

C624 19A149897P51 Ceramic: 330 pF ±5%, 50 VDCW, 
temp coef 0 ±30 PPM/°C.

C630 19A702052P134 Ceramic: 0.1 µF ±5%, 25 VDCW.

C635 19A705205P2 Tantalum: 1 µF, 16 VDCW; sim to 
Sprague 293D.

C636 19A149897P47 Ceramic: 220 pF ±5%, 50 VDCW, 
temp coef0 ±30 PPM/°C.

C640 19A705205P2 Tantalum: 1 µF, 16 VDCW; sim to 
Sprague 293D.

C641 19A149897P55 Ceramic: 470 pF ±5%, 50 VDCW, 
temp coef0 30 PPM/°C.

C642 19A705205P6 Tantalum: 10 µF, 16 VDCW; sim to 
Sprague 293D.

*  COMPONENTS ADDED, DELETED OR CHANGED BY PRODUCTION CHANGES

SYMBOL PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

C643 19A149896P109 Ceramic: 1000 pF ±10%, 50 VDCW.
and
C644

C645 19A149896P115 Ceramic: 3300 pF ±10%, 50 VDCW.

C646 19A149896P117 Ceramic: 4700 pF ±10%, 50 VDCW.

C651 19A705205P223 Tantalum: 22 µF, 6 VDCW; sim to 
Sprague 293D.

C652 19A705205P6 Tantalum: 10 µF, 16 VDCW; sim to 
Sprague 293D.

C653 19A702052P45 Ceramic: 0.22 µF ±10%, 16 VDCW.

C654 19A149897P31 Ceramic: 47 pF ±5%, 50 VDCW, 
temp coef0 ±30 PPM/°C.

C655 19A149896P109 Ceramic: 1000 pF ±10%, 50 VDCW.

C656 19A149897P39 Ceramic: 100 pF ±5%, 50 VDCW, 
temp coef 0 ±30 PPM/°C.

C701 19A149897P55 Ceramic: 470 pF ±5%, 50 VDCW, 
temp coef 0 ±30 PPM/°C.

C702 19A149897P47 Ceramic: 220 pF ±5%, 50 VDCW, 
thru temp  coef 0 30 PPM/°C.
C708

C720 19A149897P47 Ceramic: 220 pF ±5%, 50 VDCW, 
temp coef 0 30 PPM/°C.

C725 19A149897P47 Ceramic: 220 pF ±5%, 50 VDCW, 
and temp coef 0 30 PPM/°C.
C726

C727 19A702052P134 Ceramic: 0.1 µF ±5%, 25 VDCW.
thru
C729

C730 19A149897P47 Ceramic: 220 pF ±5%, 50 VDCW, 
temp coef 0 ±30 PPM/°C.

C731 19A702052P134 Ceramic: 0.1 µF ±5%, 25 VDCW.

C732 19A149897P47 Ceramic: 220 pF ±5%, 50 VDCW, 
and temp coef 0 ±30 PPM/°C.
C733

C734 19A702052P134 Ceramic: 0.1 µF ±5%, 25 VDCW.

C735 19A149897P21 Ceramic: 18 pF ±5%, 50 VDCW, 
temp coef 0 ±30 PPM/°C.

C736 19A149897P47 Ceramic: 220 pF ±5%, 50 VDCW, 
and temp coef 0 ±30 PPM/°C.
C737

C738 19A149897P15 Ceramic: 10 pF ±5%, 50 VDCW, 
temp coef 0 ±30 PPM/°C.

C739 19A149897P27 Ceramic: 33 pF ±5%, 50 VDCW, 
temp coef 0 ±30 PPM/°C.

C740 19A149897P47 Ceramic: 220 pF ±5%, 50 VDCW, 
thru temp coef 0 ±30 PPM/°C.
C742

C744 19A149897P47 Ceramic: 220 pF ±5%, 50 VDCW, 
and temp coef 0 ±30 PPM/°C.
C749

C750 19A702052P134 Ceramic: 0.1 µF ±5%, 25 VDCW.

C751 19A149897P47 Ceramic: 220 pF ±5%, 50 VDCW, 
thru temp coef 0 ±30 PPM/°C.
C753

C754 19A149897P27 Ceramic: 33 pF ±5%, 50 VDCW, 
temp coef 0 ±30 PPM/°C.

C780 19A149897P27 Ceramic: 33 pF ±5%, 50 VDCW, 
temp coef 0 ±30 PPM/°C.

C801 19A705205P19 Tantalum: 2.2 µF, 10 VDCW; sim to 
Spargue 293D.

C802 19A702052P134 Ceramic: 0.1 µF ±5%, 25 VDCW.
and

SYMBOL PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

C805 19A702052P134 Ceramic: 0.1 µF ±5%, 25 VDCW.

C808 19A149897P47 Ceramic: 220 pF ±5%, 50 VDCW, 
temp coef 0 ±30 PPM/°C.

C809 19A705205P223 Tantalum: 22 µF, 6 VDCW; sim to 
Sprague 293D.

C810 19A149897P47 Ceramic: 220 pF ±5%, 50 VDCW, 
thru temp coef 0 ±30 PPM/°C.
C815

C817 19A149897P47 Ceramic: 220 pF ±5%, 50 VDCW, 
temp coef 0 ±30 PPM/°C.

C820 19A702052P134 Ceramic: 0.1 µF ±5%, 25 VDCW.

C870 19A702052P33 Ceramic: 0.1 µF ±10%, 50 VDCW.

C871 19A149897P27 Ceramic: 33 pF ±5%, 50 VDCW, 
temp coef 0 ±30 PPM/°C.

C901 19A149897P27 Ceramic: 33 pF ±5%, 50 VDCW, 
thru temp coef 0 ±30 PPM/°C.
C914

C915 19A149897P39 Ceramic: 100 pF ±5%, 50 VDCW, 
thru temp coef 0 ±30 PPM/°C.
C919

C920 19A149897P55 Ceramic: 470 pF ±5%, 50 VDCW, 
temp coef 0 ±30 PPM/°C.

C921 19A149897P39 Ceramic: 100 pF ±5%, 50 VDCW, 
and temp coef 0 ±30 PPM/°C.
C922

— — — — — DIODES — — — — 

D701 19A700053P2 Silicon: 2 Diodes in Series; sim to 
thru BAV99.
D706

D710 19A705377P5 Silicon, Hot Carrier:á sim to 
HSMS-2804.

— — — — — JACKS — — — — 

J1 19A704852P2 Connector: 3-pin male header.
and
J2

J701 19B209727P61 Connector: 9-contact D-type, right 
angle mounting; sim to AMP 747840-2.

J702 19A704779P11 Connector: sim to Molex 22-17-2122.

J910 19A702333P57 Connector: 32-contact dual-row header.

— — — — — PLUGS — — — — 

P1 19A702104P3 Connector: 2-position shorting; sim to 
thru Dupont 68786-202.
P7

— — — — TRANSISTORS — — — 

Q340 344A4183P1 Silicon, N-Channel FET: sim to 
and MMBF5484LT1.
Q342

Q601 19A700059P2 Silicon, PNP: sim to MMBT3906, low 
profile.

Q602 19A700076P2 Silicon, NPN: sim to MMBT3904, low 
profile.

Q603 19A700059P2 Silicon, PNP: sim to MMBT3906, low 
profile.

Q604 19A705945P2 Silicon, Dual NPN: sim to R OHM IMX3.

Q605 19A700059P2 Silicon, PNP: sim to MMBT3906, low 
profile.

Q606 19A703197P2 Silicon, PNP: sim to MMBT4403, low 
profile.

SYMBOL PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

Q607 19A702503P3 Silicon, NPN: sim to MMBT4401.

Q640 344A4183P1 Silicon, N-Channel FET: sim to 
MMBF5484LT1.

Q701 19A700076P2 Silicon, NPN: sim to MMBT3904, low
and profile.
Q702

Q801 19A700076 P2Silicon, NPN: sim to MMBT3904, 
low profile.

Q802 19A700059P2 Silicon, PNP: sim to MMBT3906, low
profile.

Q803 19A702503P3 Silicon, NPN: sim to 
MMBT4401.

Q804 19A700059P2 Silicon, PNP: sim to MMBT3906, low
profile.

Q805 19A700076P2 Silicon, NPN: sim to MMBT3904, low
and profile.
Q807

— — — — RESISTORS — — — — 

R301 19A149818P153 Metal film: 15K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R304 19A149818P333 Metal film: 33K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R305 19A149818P272 Metal film: 2.7K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R309 19A149818P153 Metal film: 15K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R315 19B800607P561 Metal film: 560 ohms ±5%, 1/8 w.

R316 19A149818P103 Metal film: 10K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R318 19A149818P682 Metal film: 6.8K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R317 19A149818P472 Metal film: 4.7K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R340 19A149818P472 Metal film: 4.7K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R341 19A149818P562 Metal film: 5.6K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R342 19A149818P104 Metal film: 100K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.
and
R343

R344 19A149818P105 Metal film: 1M ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R351 19A702931P356 Metal film: 37.4K ohms ±1%, 1/8 w.

R352 19A702931P374 Metal film: 57.6K ohms ±1%, 1/8 w.

R353 19A702931P335 Metal film: 22.6K ohms ±1%, 1/8 w.

R354 19A702931P374 Metal film: 57.6K ohms ±1%, 1/8 w.

R355 19A702931P340 Metal film: 25.5K ohms ±1%, 1/8 w.

R356 19A702931P361 Metal film: 42.2K ohms ±1%, 1/8 w.

R357 19A149818P473 Metal film: 47K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.
and
R358

R359 19B800779P14 Variable: 47K ohms, ±25%, 3 watt.

R360 19A702931P361 Metal film: 42.2K ohms ±1%, 1/8 w.

R361 19B800779P14 Variable: 47K ohms, ±25%, 3 watt.

R362 19A702931P361 Metal film: 42.2K ohms ±1%, 1/8 w.

R365 19A149818P682 Metal film: 6.8K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R366 19A149818P472 Metal film: 4.7K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R601 19A149818P103 Metal film: 10K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R602 19A149818P102 Metal film: 1K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R603 19A149818P104 Metal film: 100K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R604 344A3304P1001 Metal film: 1K ohms ±1%, 1/10 w.

R605 19A149818P823 Metal film: 82K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R607 344A3304P2493 Metal film: 249K ohms ±1%, 1/10 w.

R608 19A149818P103 Metal film: 10K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.
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SYMBOL PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

R609 19A149818P393 Metal film: 39K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R610 19A149818P104 Metal film: 100K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R611 19A149818P103 Metal film: 10K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.
and
R612

R613 19A149818P473 Metal film: 47K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R614 19A149818P153 Metal film: 15K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R615 19A149818P103 Metal film: 10K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.
and
R616

R617 19A149818P153 Metal film: 15K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R618 19A149818P103 Metal film:10K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.
and
R619

R620 19A149818P104 Metal film: 100K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R621 19A149818P474 Metal film: 470K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R622 19A149818P393 Metal film: 39K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R623 19A149818P333 Metal film: 33K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.
and
R624

R625 19A149818P104 Metal film: 100K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R626 19A149818P272 Metal film: 2.7K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R627 19A149818P103 Metal film: 10K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.
and
R628

R630 19A149818P101 Metal film: 100 ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R632 19A149818P473 Metal film: 47K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R633 19A149818P104 Metal film: 100K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R634 19A149818P103 Metal film: 10K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R635 19A149818P682 Metal film: 6.8K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R636 19A149818P103 Metal film: 10K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R637 19A149818P105 Metal film: 1M ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R640 19A149818P152 Metal film: 1.5K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R641 19A149818P103 Metal film: 10K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R643 19A149818P105 Metal film: 1M ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R644 19A149818P472 Metal film: 4.7K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R645 19A149818P105 Metal film: 1M ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R651 19A149818P473 Metal film: 47K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.
and
R652

R653 19A149818P274 Metal film: 270K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R654 19A149818P103 Metal film: 10K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R655 19A149818P274 Metal film: 270K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R656 19A149818P103 Metal film: 10K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R657 19A149818P104 Metal film: 100K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.
and
R658

R659 19A149818P153 Metal film: 15K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R660 19A149818P104 Metal film: 100K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R661 344A3304P1002 Metal film: 10K ohms ±1%, 1/10 w.

R662 19A149818P103 Metal film: 10K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R663 344A3304P3483 Metal film: 348K ohms ±1%, 1/10 w.

R664 19A149818P684 Metal film: 680K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R702 19A149818P101 Metal film: 100 ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.
thru

SYMBOL PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

R707 19A149818P470 Metal film: 47 ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R708 19A149818P101 Metal film: 100 ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R725 19A149818P100 Metal film: 10 ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R726 19A149818P153 Metal film: 15K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R727 19A149818P103 Metal film: 10K ohms ±5%, 1/16  w.

R728 19A149818P472 Metal film:4.7K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R72 919A149818P104 Metal film: 100K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.
thru
R732

R733 19A149818P333 Metal film: 33K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.
and
R734

R735 19A149818P332 Metal film: 3.3K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R736 19A149818P100 Metal film: 10 ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.
thru
R739

R740 19A149818P561 Metal film: 560 ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R741 19A149818P333 Metal film: 33K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R742 19A149818P823 Metal film: 82K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R743 19A149818P101 Metal film:100 ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R745 19A149818P561 Metal film:560 ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.
thru
R751

R752 19A149818P101 Metal film: 100 ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R753 19A149818P562 Metal film: 5.6K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R760 19A149818P682 Metal film: 6.8K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R770 19A149818P101 Metal film: 100 ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R773 19A149818P104 Metal film: 100K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R774 19A149818P473 Metal film: 47K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R780 19A149818P392 Metal film: 3.9K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R801 19A149818P473 Metal film: 47K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R802 19A149818P102 Metal film: 1K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R806 19A149818P104 Metal film: 100K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.
and
R807

R808 19A149818P473 Metal film: 47K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R809 19A149818P100 Metal film: 10 ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R810 19A149818P470 Metal film: 47 ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R825 19A149818P184 Metal film: 180K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R826 19A149818P104 Metal film: 100K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R827 19A149818P473 Metal film: 47K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R828 19A149818P103 Metal film: 10K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R839 19A149818P101 Metal film: 100 ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R840 19A149818P182 Metal film: 1.8K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R841 19A149818P101 Metal film: 100 ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R842 19A149818P0R0 Jumper.

R843 19A149818P101 Metal film: 100 ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.
and
R844

R846 19A149818P103 Metal film: 10K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R848 19A149818P104 Metal film: 100K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.
and
R849

R850 19A149818P103 Metal film: 10K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

SYMBOL PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

R852 19A149818P103 Metal film: 10K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R860 19A149818P105 Metal film: 1megohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R861 19A149818P272 Metal film: 2.7K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R871 19A149818P101 Metal film: 100 ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R890 19A149818P104 Metal film: 100K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.
and
R891

R901 19A149818P101 Metal film: 100 ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.
thru
R914

R915 19A149818P182 Metal film: 1.8K ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

R916 19A149818P101 Metal film: 100 ohms ±5%, 1/16 w.

— — — — THERMISTOR — — — 

RT601 19A705813P2 Thermistor: sim to 
AL03006-58.2K-97-G100.

— — INTEGRATED CIRCUITS — 

U301 19A704883P2 Digital: Quad Op Amp; sim to 
and MC3303D.
U302

U601 19A702293P3 Linear: Dual Op Amp; sim to 
LM3580.

U602 344A3999P201 Linear: Notch Filter; sim to LMF90CC.

U701 344A4014P10 Digital: 8-Bit Microcontroller; sim to 
N83C51GB.

U702 19A704727P6 Digital: Modem.

U703 344A4029P201 Digital: 128K x 8-Bit Flash EEPROM;
sim to E28F001BX-T120.

U706 RYT1186063/1 Digital: 48-Bit Serial Number ROM;
sim to DS2400Z.

U707 19A705603P6 Digital: 8K x 8-Bit CMOS RAM; sim to
Hyundai HY6264ALJ-10.

U708 19A703483P302 Digital: Quad 2-Input NAND Gate;
sim to 74HC00.

U801 344A3202P201 Linear: Voltage Regulator; sim to 
LP2951ACM.

U802 19A149755P5 Digital: 8K x 8-Bit EEPROM; sim to 
28C64.

U803 344A3800P102 Linear: Tone Generator; sim to 
PCD3312C.

U80 4344A3291P1 Audio Signal Processor; sim to 
MB87780PFV-G-BND.

U805 19A704971P11 Linear: 8-Volt Regulator; sim to 
MC78LO8ACD.

— — VOLTAGE REGULATORS — 

VR802 344A3384P20 Silicon: 20-Volt Zener; sim to 
1SBM5932A.

— — — — CRYSTALS — — — — 

Y601 344A4261G2 Crystal, resonator: 613.5 kHz.

Y602 344A4261G1 Crystal, resonator: 586.5 kHz.

Y701 19A702511G64 Crystal: 11.0592 MHz.

Y801 19A702511G65 Crystal: 3.579545 MHz.

PARTS LISTLBI-38843
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IC DATA

U301 & U302 QUAD OP AMPS
19A704883P2

U602 NOTCH FILTER
344A3999P201

U601 DUAL OP AMP
19A702293P3

U702 MODEM
19A704727P6

U701 8-BIT MICROCONTROLLER
344A401P10
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IC DATA

U703 128K x 8-BIT FLASH EEPROM
344A4029P201

U706 48-BIT SERIAL NUMBER ROM
344A4050P101

U708 QUAD 2-INPUT NAND GATE
19A703483P302

U801 VOLTAGE REGULATOR
344A3202P201

U707 8K x 8-BIT CMOS RAM
19A705603P6

LBI-38843
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IC DATA

U803 TONE GENERATOR
344A3800P102

U802 8K X 8-BIT EEPROM
19A149755P5

U805 8-VOLT REGULATOR
19A704971P11

U804 AUDIO SIGNAL PROCESSOR
344A3291P1

LBI-38843
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OUTLINE DIAGRAM

COMPONENT SIDE

SOLDER SIDE

AUDIO/LOGIC BOARD
19D903963G1

(19D903963, Sh. 1, Rev. 6)
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM

AUDIO/LOGIC BOARD
19D903963G1
Sheet 1 of 6
(19D904338, Sh. 1, Rev. 7)

LBI-38843
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM

AUDIO/LOGIC BOARD
19D903963G1

Sheet 2 of 6
(19D904338, Sh. 2, Rev. 5)
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM

AUDIO/LOGIC BOARD
19D903963G1
Sheet 3 of 6
(19D904338, Sh. 3, Rev. 3)
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM

AUDIO/LOGIC BOARD
19D903963G1

Sheet 4 of 6
(19D904338, Sh. 4, Rev. 7)
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM

AUDIO/LOGIC BOARD
19D903963G1
Sheet 5 of 6
(19D904338, Sh. 5, Rev. 2)
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM

AUDIO/LOGIC BOARD
19D903963G1

Sheet 6 of 6
(19D904338, Sh. 6, Rev. 3)
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